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Lord Cultural Resources is a global professional practice dedicated to creating cultural  
capital worldwide.  
 
We assist people, communities and organizations to realize and enhance cultural meaning and 
expression.  
 
We distinguish ourselves through a comprehensive and integrated full-service offering built on a 
foundation of key competencies: visioning, planning and implementation.  
 
We value and believe in cultural expression as essential for all people. We conduct ourselves 
with respect for collaboration, local adaptation and cultural diversity, embodying the highest 
standards of integrity, ethics and professional practice. 
 
We help clients clarify their goals; we provide them with the tools to achieve those goals; and 
we leave a legacy as a result of training and collaboration.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In March 2014, Buxton Museum and Art Gallery developed four mobile apps as part of the 
Collections in the Landscape project.  The project aimed to: 

 Use digital technology and social media to 'bring' the find sites of the collections into the 
gallery so visitors can 'see' them, and be encouraged to go to the find sites themselves 

 Encourage ‘walkers’ to visit the museum either virtually or actually.  

 To be a "Derbyshire Wikipedia with lots of pictures and interactivity". 1 
 
The Collections in the Landscape project aimed to target the following audiences:  

o Visitors to the museum 
o Visitors to Buxton and the Peak District 
o Residents of Buxton 
o Professionals and hobbyists-  interested in Derbyshire’s history, artists and 

craftspeople 
o Families 
o University students and researchers 
o School Groups  

 
In the initial stages of the project, a survey was distributed to better understand audience needs.  
 
Findings suggested that the likely audience for the apps would: 

 Have good general knowledge relating to the Peak District’s history and natural 
history 

 Be visiting Buxton for: 
o shopping 
o discovering the area 
o walking or hiking   
o festivals and events 
o visiting heritage sites and museums 
o spending time with friends and family 

 Choose natural attractions- and are interested in:  
o nature and environment 
o history 
o archaeology  
o music 

                                                
1
 HLF Stage 1 Application 



 

 

o walking  
o photography 

 Be interested in:  
o a good museum exhibit 
o a way to find out about the history of the area  
o outdoor art installations  
o a tool that combines practical advice and story-telling  
o better way-finding and information signage   
o guided or themed trails. 

 Likely have with them maps and smart phones, which they use predominantly for 
taking photos, getting directions and finding more information about the area.  

 
Keeping these audience needs in mind, the Collections in the Landscape team explored various 
options in terms of creating a pilot mobile experience. Although a bespoke app and augmented 
reality were considered, in the end these were thought to be too expensive and time-consuming 
at this stage. 
 
Ultimately, the consultants recommended the use of the Wander Anywhere platform 
(http://wanderanywhere.com ) developed by Dr. Ben Bedwell as part of a research project with 
the Horizon Digital Economy Research Institute at the University of Nottingham.  The platform 
was powered by Wordpress and was already developed and easy to adapt and use for the 
Buxton Museum ‘apps’.  
 
Using the Wander Anywhere platform, the museum and the consultants developed four mobile 
experiences:  
 
1. Buxton Waters:  Tour of Buxton sites connected to water, narrated by the Derbyshire 

Museums Manager, Ros Westwood.  
 
Mobile text: Roman soldiers, Mary Queen of Scots, Manchester United footballers, the rich, 
and famous, the infirm- all lured by our healing spring waters. Now it’s your turn!  
Ideal for: Visitors to Buxton, Buxton residents 
 
Objective:  

 To provide Buxton tourists with information about Buxton’s history 

 To encourage Buxton tourists to visit the Museum 
 

2. Stories of Shopping: Tour of Buxton sites with memories narrated by residents  

 
Mobile Text: Buxton residents remember the sights, the smells, the excitement of 50 years 
of shopping in Spring Gardens.  
Ideal for: Buxton residents, visitors to Buxton 

 
Objective:  

 Engender a sense of community place 

 Develop richer relationship between residents and the museum.  

 Get feedback from residents to inform new gallery developments and perhaps 
contribute to content 

 
 



 

 

3. The Mysterious Arbor Low: Tour of Arbor Low, narrated by archaeologist John Barnatt. 
 
Mobile Text: Find out about the archaeological investigations into Arbor Low and its 
mysterious history. 
Ideal for: Walkers, visitors to the Peak District, people interested in archaeology  
 
Objective:  

 Provide more detailed information about the monument using objects collected and 
excavated from the area, accompanied by drawings and photos taken by 
antiquarians and archaeologists 

 Build awareness of museum collections 

 Pilot link to museum documentation system, MODES 
 

4. The Dovedale Family Activity Tour. Stops with suggested activities, text based with 
downloadable pdf.  
 

Mobile Text: A fun adventure for families to do together in beautiful Dovedale. Get ready 
to laugh and learn! 
Ideal for: Families  
 
Objective:  

 Enrich the walk with additional information and activities 

 Provide images of the archaeology, art and geology of Dovedale 
alongside the picturesque landscape 

 Make a family walk more interesting 
 

The apps were accessible through the museum’s website, and were created as multi-platform 
compatible sites. All apps required an internet connection with the exception of the Dovedale 
Family Activity Tour which can be downloaded as a pdf prior to visiting Dovedale.   



 

 

2. EVALUATION 

All four apps were developed and tested from November 2013 to March 2014. The aim of the 
pilot project was to:  
 

 Test the process for collecting,  generating and distributing content 

 Test the appeal of the concept among the target audiences 

 Test the ease of use of the technology 

 Test potential partnerships 

 
Testing in the field was done through observation, focus groups and a survey (available 
on survey monkey online).2  
 
The museum’s social media channels and direct emails to the museum’s mailing lists 
were used to invite people to participate in five testing events, as well as to let people 
know about the apps on the museum’s website if they wanted to test them 
independently. Invitations were also sent out to project partners and people who had 
previously signed up as ‘Collections Ambassadors’.  Invitations were sent out between 
13 and 17 February, approximately 2 weeks prior to the scheduled testing events, for 
Buxton Waters, Stories of Shopping and Arbor Low. 
 
Invitations specified the types of audiences the museum was looking for. People were 
encouraged to share the invitation with any like-minded families, friends and colleagues 
and to create social media posts and Facebook events.  
 
Invitations for the Buxton experiences were sent to  

 Buxton Civic Association & Poole’s Cavern  

 Buxton Town Team  

 Vision Buxton 

 Buxton U3A 

 Pure Buxton 

 University of Derby 

 High Peak Borough Council 
 
Invitations for the Arbor Low experience targeted at archaeology enthusiasts were sent 
to:  

 local archaeological societies  

 universities  

                                                
2
 See appendix A 



 

 

 the Council for British Archaeology East Midlands Branch who circulated among 
their members 

 
Invitations for the Dovedale testing were e-mailed to the museum’s mailing list, 
advertised on Twitter and on the museum’s Facebook page, and featured on the 
Derbyshire Libraries’ Facebook page. 
 

** The Facebook status got shared many times including by big players such as 
Visit Peak District, and within 24 hours the museum had filled 36 places 
(technically 6 too many) and were putting people on a waiting list.  The initial 
event had to be cancelled due to the weather but was reorganized for the 15 

March. The new date was also easily filled. This pilot event was the most heavily 
subscribed and we had to turn away a lot of people. Free lunch was also offered.  

 
On-site testing took place on: 

 1 and 5 March (Buxton Waters, Stories of Shopping) with 18 participants 

 7 and 8 March (The Mysterious Arbor Low) with 22 participants 

 15 March (Dovedale Family Activity Tour)  
 

Participants who didn’t own the technology were able to share the museum’s 
equipment to get a taste for the tech, content and format 

 
A total of 76 people took part in the on-site testing.   
 
The testing aimed to assess: 

 Which audience responded best to which approach 

 Were some approaches better suited to an urban context (with mobile signal, a 

walkable route and busy streets) than a more ‘in-nature’ context (with no signal, 

but more time and space) 

 Whether people liked doing in-situ activities and what kind of activities these 

could be 

 Did people like ‘digging deeper’ and linking to Museum digitized collections and 

how were they able to do this 

 Did people upload and share and how were they doing this 

 Did people respond better to audio, text, video, music  

 What tone did people prefer 

The online survey was completed by 52 people  

 Under 12 years 3 people 

 13-21 years  3 people 

 22-40 years  15 people 

 41-64 years  21 people 

 65+   10 people 
 
 



 

 

2.1 THE PROCESS OF CREATING CONTENT 

An important goal of piloting the project was to assess how well museum staff and 
volunteers would be able to create and maintain the mobile experiences within their 
existing context.   
 
Content was created by: 

i. Digitizing (digital photography) and documenting elements of the collection 
through the MODES collection management system 

ii. Creating new bespoke content through recording audio narratives from 
members of the community, an archaeology expert and the museum’s 
museum  

 
The process consisted of: 

iii. Developing the concept for each app and target audience  
iv. Identifying stops for the tour by defining points of interest within the concept, 

and identifying related collections 
v. Photographing and documenting collection items and inputting into MODES  
vi. Identifying interview subjects- i.e. archaeology expert, community members 

to share memories  
vii. Writing scripts/drafting questions 
viii. Recording audio 
ix. Editing audio 
x. Designing Dovedale pdf download 
xi. Developing web apps 
xii. Uploading to website 

 
 

2.1.1 DIGITISATION AND DOCUMENTATION 

A professional photographer was commissioned to take good quality, high resolution 
photos of the identified objects.  
 
The photographer was able to do on average 50 objects per session- which included a 
day shooting and another day of post-production. The process was greatly facilitated by 
museum staff identifying and locating objects in advance.  
 
Documentation varied depending on how much was known for each object. It took 
approximately 30 minutes for any object to be documented on MODES, filling in the 
required field and verifying existing information.  
 
Additional research was supported by resources at the museum and in partner 
institutions. This took up to 1-2 days depending on where the information lay and the 
knowledge of staff members 
 

2.1.2  NEW CONTENT 

New content involved planning routes, researching each stop, identifying narrators, 
writing scripts, editing and producing audio clips and developing the web apps.  



 

 

The routes and research took several weeks. Scripting was time-consuming and 
required many revisions to ensure that the right stops and collections were linked and 
that the tour was logical, coherent and interesting.  
 
Stories of Shopping required first person memories of different places in Buxton. The 
staff advertised with posters around Buxton and through Facebook and Twitter to find 
participants. A call was put out two weeks before the recording dates and seven 
participants volunteered. They were interviewed and their stories recorded over two days 
on the 18 and 19 December.  
 
The amount of time available to do this was limited. Many people have since told the 
staff they would  love to share their memories on other days and have expressed 
interest about future opportunities. There seems to be a pool of local people willing to 
participate in oral history. 
 
In terms of Arbor Low, the staff contacted archaeologist John Barnatt on the 
recommendation of colleagues. He recorded an interview on 15 January.  
 
Buxton Waters was delivered with an in-house narrator (the Derbyshire Museums 
manager, Ros Westwood) who was knowledgeable about each of the stops. The audio 
tour was easily recorded over the course of the day.  
 
All recording was done with a Marantz solid state recorder owned by the museum. The 
audio was then sent to an external service for transcription and the digital consultant 
edited the audio into clips. 
 
The editing process was time consuming and fairly basic due to the limited budget.  
Using the platform of Wander Anywhere and Wordpress made the web development 
much easier and a less time-consuming and expensive than creating a bespoke app.  
 
What was learnt 

 More time than is anticipated is required for scripting and collecting new content  

 Need training, time and imaginative solutions to ensure content is dynamic and 
engaging (possibly also using actors and sound effects) 

 The tone and format of audio and text should be re-considered (as above) which 
requires a longer process 
 

2.2 PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK 

The following summarizes the feedback from participants during the in-field testing and 
through the online survey.  
 

2.2.1 BUXTON WATERS 

In general all participants enjoyed this tour. They felt it could be improved however by 
being longer, with more information (including interior photos) and more interesting audio 
narration. The link to the objects and the museum was considered weak. From a 
technical point of view, the map and GPS versions did not work optimally and the 
navigation between stops could have been improved.  
 



 

 

Survey Feedback 

 11 people tried this app ( two from age group 13-21, three from 22-40 years, five 
in 41-64 years and one over 65 years) 

 Most were potential Facilitators- i.e. ‘I hope the people I bring here have a good 
time’ or Explorers- ‘I am looking to discover something new’.  3  

 Participants liked the experience (eight said it was okay and four loved it) and all 
would recommend to others 

 Favourite aspects were the audio stories and the photos 

 Least favourite were the text descriptions and the interaction between the app 
and ‘real life’ 

 Most (nine) felt the duration of the tour was ‘just right’ 

 Most felt the content was ‘interesting’ although four thought it was ‘too simplistic’ 

 Most felt like they would like to visit the museum after the tour.  
 
Focus group and observations 
 
Technology and Functionality 

 List view was the most popular 

 Difficulties with the map 

 Pop-up function was congested and clumsy 

 Need to be able to go back after images are expanded 

 Scroll down not obvious 

 Need more interactivity “It could be a four page leaflet. There’s no need for the 
technology. It’s just technology for technology’s sake”  

 Requires headphone for optimal experience 

 GPS navigation difficult and restricted content which required more instructions 
and patience from the user as could be slow 

 Requires NEXT and PREVIOUS buttons 

 Signal problems around the Crescent 

 A navigation button would be useful before stops as it is difficult to know where to 
go. 

 
Content 

 Route should be reviewed and additional venues included 

 The correct translation of Aqua Arnemetiae was questioned 

 Would have liked interior images of the Baths, Crescent and Pump Room 

 Would like more content including text, audio , images, stops and an option of a 
MORE button 

 Longer audio with instructions about next stop and directions 

 Audio was ok but would like more personal, anecdotal, dramatic or funny content 
to be more interesting 

 Objects felt ‘detached’ and incidental to the tour 

 Weak link to Buxton Museum 
 
Other 
Suggestions from participants included 

                                                
3
 The categories of Hobbyist, Facilitator, Experience-Seeker, Recharger, and Explorer were 

identified by John Falk as consistent typologies relating to the motivations of museum visitors.  



 

 

 Have a pre-downloadable option, not dependent on access to internet at location 

 Get the local press to publicise it  

 Provide other languages than English  

 Connect to Voucher Cloud project or similar where you could also link to places 
to eat and drink 

 Mark start and finish on the tour- recommended route rather than individual stops 

 Consider navigating by historical chronology rather than location Add Georgian 
history 
 
 

2.2.2 STORIES OF SHOPPING 

This tour was taken predominantly by residents of Buxton who enjoyed hearing other 
people’s memories about places that were familiar to them. However, possibly because 
of their own familiarity with the sites, they were also sensitive to errors or differences in 
interpretation. More entertaining narration would have been preferred (‘more sparkle’) 
and as with most of the tour, a stronger link could have been made with the collection 
items and the museum. 
 
Survey Feedback 

 12 people tried this experience (two were 22-40 years, four 51-64 years and five 
over 65 years) 

 Majority (eight) were explorers looking to discover something new;  three were 
hobbyist/professional with extensive knowledge 

 Seven thought it was okay, four loved it and one felt it ‘didn’t add anything to my 
day’; most (eight) would recommend to others 

 Favourite parts of the tour were the photographs, the audio stories and the text 

 Least favourite were the audio stories, the text descriptions and interaction with 
‘real life’ and the selection of stops 

 Most (nine) felt the duration of the tour was ‘;just right’ although some felt it was 
too short (two) 

 Most found the information interesting, although one each found it boring and 
simplistic 

 Most felt like visiting the museum after the tour (nine) 
 
Focus group and observations 
 
Technology & Functionality 

 Variable mobile coverage although largely good  

 Took a long time for some to load and start 

 Navigation easy to use if familiar with smartphones; otherwise a challenge 

 Difficult to hear without headphones 

 Preference for List View (most knew area) 

 On map view the location smiley got in the way or was not always there 

 Scroll down not obvious 
 
Content 

o People were split between liking an anecdotal approach and preferring a more 
factual approach 



 

 

o More varied narrators- male and female, young and old  
o Wanted more factual information, whether audio or text , and an option for MORE 

available  on site or at home 
o Would have liked more information about more buildings 
o Photos were popular and app could be improved by photo progression of same 

place 
o Transcripts for audio would have been good 
o Audio directions would help navigation 
o Liked combination of listening and looking 
o Tour length a bit short, needed more stops to deliver a 1 hour duration 
o Many suggestions for additional stops 
o Poor representation of museum on the tour 
o Collections not clearly from museum and did not encourage visit 
o Locals liked local content but were not sure if Buxton visitors would also do so 
o ‘Facts/stories’ needed verification 

 
Other 

o Could have more of a comparison between old and new 
 

 

2.2.3 THE MYSTERIOUS ARBOR LOW 

As intended, this group was the most knowledgeable with a high percentage of 
‘hobbyists/professionals’. Some of these were expert in archaeology or geology while 
others were artists knowledgeable about the area from their creative work in it.  Most 
appreciated the audio but would have liked more variety, more entertainment and 
atmospheric value. A much stronger link could be made with the landscape and those 
collections found in the landscape.  This was the experience with the most technical 
difficulties with an inconsistent signal and poor audio.  
 
Survey Feedback 

o 16 people tried this tour (five 22-40 years, seven 41-64 years and four 65 years 
or more) 

o Seven were hobbyists/professionals with extensive knowledge, four were 
seeking the ‘best experience’ and four were ‘explorers’.  

o Nine people thought the experience was okay and seven loved it; one said it did 
not add anything to their day. All would recommend the tour to others 

o Favourite aspects were the text descriptions and the stops themselves. Two 
people also liked the link between the app and real life 

o Least favourite were the text descriptions and the link between the app and real 
life 

o Most (eleven) thought that the duration was ‘just right’ although three felt there 
were too few stops and one felt that each stop was too long 

o Most (fourteen) found the level of information ’interesting’ 
o Only ten people wanted to visit the museum after the tour, with six not wanting to 

 
Focus group and observations 
 
Technology and Functionality 

 Inconsistent internet signal extremely frustrating 



 

 

 Difficult to hear without earphones 

 Difficult to orient yourself between narration and site 

 Some typos in text 

 Difficult to do navigation with gloves off in cold weather 

 Preferred tablets to smartphone screen size 

 Map view okay but a bit confusing; needed more detail 

 Poor audio quality with fluctuating volume 

 GPS markers were inconsistent 

 Not clear that more information was available 

 People needed more direction as to where to go 
 
Content 

 Number of stops good although some thought was excessive (especially 
those in cold weather). Suggest doing some be some before or after visit or 
bookmark or email home 

 Possibly too much text. Would have preferred longer audio and with different 
voices (with reference to Stockport Stairways Museum) 

 Tone and style of audio narration good although some wanted more 
entertaining and atmospheric 

 Would have liked more of a link to the landscape around Arbor Low and 
different views, for example a panoramic view from Gib Hill that shows other 
Neolithic sites in the area 

 More photos of the stops and surrounds so people know they are in right 
place 

 Audio could have prompted navigation more 

 Good additional information particularly photos which however could be 
better connected to content of the audio narration 

 Poor connection between the mobile experience, collections and the 
museum- e.g. ‘What are the objects? How do they relate to Arbor Low? What 
was their significance to Neolithic man?’ 

 Better orientation to and from Arbor Low 
 

Other 

Suggestions from participants included 

 Information boards on site to advertise web link as well as marketing Buxton 
Museum (link with English Heritage?) 

 More options to filter content- ‘suitable for children’ or filter by location and 
theme 

 Virtual tour as site is difficult to access 

 Potentially use expert story-teller or actor or first person interpretation through 
character voices 

 Potential 3D sound and sound effects to create atmosphere 

 Could do walk there and back with different views and content 
 
 

2.2.4 THE DOVEDALE FAMILY ACTIVITY TOUR 

This was enjoyed by the target audience and was the most popular experience.  
According to the online surveys the activities were well liked, as was the storyteller 



 

 

aspect and the selection of stops. While on site most people did not actually do any or 
more than one or two of the activities. People appreciated that the tour was ‘different’.  
They still felt that the connection between the app and real life was poor, possibly 
because many downloaded  it  and followed the trail on paper rather than used as an 
app on a smartphone or tablet.  However people enjoyed the social aspect of the 
activity.  
 
Survey Results 

 Thirteen people responded ( three under 12, one 13-21, five 22-40 years and 
four were 65 years and over) 

 Seven identified as explorers, two each as facilitators and experience-seekers 
and one each as rechargers and hobbyists/professional 

 Eight loved the experience and five thought it was okay; all would recommend it 
to others 

 The favourite aspects were the stops and the activities, followed by the text 
descriptions 

 The least favourite was the interaction between the app and real life, and the text 
descriptions. One participant did not like the activities 

 Most (twelve) found the duration just right; one felt there were too few stops 

 Most (eleven) found the level of information ‘just right’; one 1 found it too 
simplistic 

 Most (eleven) felt like visiting the museum after the tour  while two did not 
 

Focus group and observations  
 

Technological and Functionality 

 Lack of signal meant that people had to come prepared 

 Challenge to know which point you were at on the tour- suggestions to place 

markers or have map integrated into design or been clearer 

 Most on the tour downloaded the activity pages and did not test the functionality 

of the app- many seemed to prefer this rather than looking at screens on the 

weekend  

 Paper was better for family interaction as the sheet could be passed around and 

things could be ticked off. 

 

Content 

 Everyone quite liked the content and felt the pace was quite good. The parents 

were not bored by the content even if they did not do all of the activities 

 Most felt that it was nice that you were not just being told information, even 

though many families ended up using it like that 

 The amount of information was just right. It is a family walk and with children and 

beautiful scenery you do not want too much information 

 One person felt it linked nicely with the museum; it was good to have the walk 

highlighting the objects so that next time they visit the museum with their kids 

they can link it back to walk in Dovedale 



 

 

 Families did not do many of the activities; none did all. Time was a factor in the 

amount of activities the families did 

 Suggest how long it would take in total 

 The storyteller idea was good but no one really paid attention to it. It was 

governed more by who had the sheet, or who could find theirs to read the next 

activity. Some families tried and failed to get their kids to read it 

Other 

 Some families liked that they were doing the activity as part of a larger group and 

that it was nice to be with new people, partly because the kids enjoyed being with 

other children and naturally grouped together. It was suggested that the event 

could be booked on to so you know that other people will be doing it on a certain 

day, although it does not have to be guided. A website could let people know that 

they are going on a certain day 

 People enjoyed being active, even if it was not part of the tour, such as going up 

to Reynard’s Cave, the rope swing, contributing to money logs 

 Could be made into an orienteering-based challenge and would also help with 

navigation 

 A circular route rather than a linear route may be more interesting 

 An ‘expansion pack’ was suggested and was popular, giving the option of extra 

info 

 

2.3 SOCIAL MEDIA AND MARKETING 

The museum used social media channels to raise awareness of Collections in the 
Landscape and reach out to its community. In addition, all the apps feature options to 
share through twitter, Facebook and email.  In particular Stories of Shopping encourages 
participants to share their own memories of specific places on the tour via Twitter.  
 

2.3.1 SOCIAL MEDIA GENERATED BY THE MUSEUM 

The project  blog ( http://collectionsinthelandscape.wordpress.com/) has been updated 
almost every week since the early stages of Stage One. At 15:30 on 24 April14, the blog 
had received 3,299 hits since its creation and has displayed 35 posts, sharing the 
activities and content of the museum. 
 
The following social media stats are all stated from the 1 July 2013 unless otherwise 
indicated. This is when the Museum started using CrowdControlHQ to look after their 
social media activities. 
 
Since the project began, over 150 Facebook posts have been created as a result of 
project work and associated activities. The trend for the number of posts per month has 
generally been rising, as the project gathered steam. The number of followers has 
steadily risen from 312 to 434. The total number of engagements (1 engagement = 1 
click on page content) has also shown a steady, average rise with a total of 6,247. In 

http://collectionsinthelandscape.wordpress.com/


 

 

terms of views generated in the newsfeeds of followers and follower’s friends, there is 
also an average rise with a total of 87,049 views. 
 
Collections in the Landscape has increased the amount of Facebook posting at the 
museum and has helped enable a small rise in followers, engagements and views. 
However, the Facebook audience seems more likely to read passively information rather 
than react or comment. 
 
Twitter was picked up by the museum during Stage One of the project in October. To 
date the museum has generated 422 followers and sent a total of 308 tweets, most of 
which have been direct or indirect results of the project. The Twitter audience has 
proved much more engaged, with 147 comments opposed to just 31 for Facebook.  
 
The immediacy of Twitter and the use of hashtags such as #FossilFriday and 
#MineralMonday are a more comfortable fit for the museum’s content and has a more 
interested audience. However, this audience is more likely to be other heritage 
professionals and similar networks, not necessarily representing all the target audiences. 
 
The Museum’s tweeting recently was featured in Museum Practice - 
http://www.museumsassociation.org/museum-practice/social-media-trends/15042014-
buxton  
 
In addition to these platforms the Museum has also set-up History Pin and Youtube 
accounts but has yet to significantly populate them.  
 

2.3.2  CONTENT SHARED BY PARTICIPANTS 

Claire Miles, HLF Natural History Curatorial trainee at Manchester Museum blogged 
about the trail.  http://clairemilesblog.wordpress.com/2014/03/31/arbor-low/  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.museumsassociation.org/museum-practice/social-media-trends/15042014-buxton
http://www.museumsassociation.org/museum-practice/social-media-trends/15042014-buxton
http://clairemilesblog.wordpress.com/2014/03/31/arbor-low/


 

 

What was learnt 
 

 Social media is an effective way for the museum to keep in contact with its 
community and maintain a presence in the blogosphere. However it is fairly 
labour intensive and requires dedicated staff, content and events that can be 
shared 

 Events drive social media content and sharing. There were spikes in posts on 
Facebook during the testing of the web apps 

 Twitter audiences are more interactive and likely to share content than 
Facebook- where people are more passive 

 
 
 
  



 

 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The evaluation process was successful in testing most of the target audiences:  

 Families 

 Buxton residents 

 Visitors to Buxton 
However it didn’t adequately test visitors to the Peak District because they were tested 
during the winter, not during peak time. The connection to MODES and the sharing 
aspects of the tours were not fully tested either  
 
The response to all four of the pilots was positive and suggests that the concepts for 
each worked well. Recommendations for their improvement, based on the research and 
production process and the pilot evaluations are below. 
 

1. Promotion and distribution: Reaching the target audience is critical to the success of 
the Collections in the Landscape. Families are an easier audience to reach using the 
museum’s existing resources; new visitors who are not familiar with the museum are a 
lot more challenging.  It is recommended that a digital marketing strategy be developed 
which could include:  
 

a. Marketing the web app at key start points for visitors such as Buxton 
Museum; Visit Peak District etc. Front of house staff at the museum should be 
encouraged to promote the experience among museum visitors.  Time should be 
taken to find the right language to promote the apps to the right audience.  Apps 
can be available bundled together as currently, but marketed separately 
 

b. On-site markers referring to the experience such as website links and 
promotions for the web app could be added to existing markers on site where 
possible, particularly to reach people who are in the landscape but not the 
museum  
 

c. Link to local business: The tours could refer people to local businesses for 
(discounted) refreshments or shopping. These businesses could pay a small fee 
and be included as download and marketing points for the tour  
 

d. Tours as Events.  Apps could be further supported if they are linked to specific 
social events, possibly once a month. They could be led by a person from the 
museum, who could help connect to the tour, provide other activities or points of 
interest, and promote socialization among different groups and via social media. 
This could provide partner organizations with opportunities to be more visible and 
could be tied to other special celebrations. The tours would provide an added 
incentive to participants who would then be able to spread the word to others. 

 
e. Partnerships- partners should be encouraged  to take ownership for the project 

and promote and distribute through their own network, particularly among 



 

 

specialist organisations such as Visit Peak District, National Trust, other 
museums, and Derbyshire libraries.  
 

f. Social Media: Need to decide what audience are targeting, how often platforms 
will be updated and who is responsible. 
 

 
 
 

2. Enriching content: All the tours could benefit from richer content that make a stronger 
link between the collections of the museum and the landscape in which they were found 
or are situated. Recommendations to enrich content are:  
 

a. More appropriate photographs for existing stops including interesting 
perspectives, evocative, different time periods 
 

b. More factual and unique information for existing stops In order to be the 
‘Wikipedia of Derbyshire’ more and richer information is required. Participants 
pointed out the weak connection between the mobile narrative and the 
collections displayed. Improving this may mean adding to the museum’s 
collections, linking to other museums’ collections and improved research and 
documentation of the collections. Other sources of content should also be 
reviewed- such as Peakland Heritage website, recommended by one of the tour 
participants (which is good content but is no longer updated 
http://www.peaklandheritage.org.uk/-).   
 

c. Additional content- Most people wanted additional stops for each of the tours. 
The interpretive plan for the museum suggests a number of additional stops 
which are described below. The challenge is to combine these into tours that are 
a reasonable duration (approximately 1-3 hours). If there are more stops, the 
tours can more easily be personalized (see recommendation 5). 
 

d. More Nature- While Buxton Museum has very strong geology collections relating 
to the Peak District, it is not a natural history resource centre. Visitors in the Key 
Directions survey identified ‘enjoying’ nature as one of the key reasons they are 
in the area, so this is certainly a major reason to visit the Peak District.  It is 
recommended that one of the mobile experiences includes interesting elements 
of natural history on the tours, through partnering with e.g. Derbyshire Wildlife 
Trust.  

 
 

3. Storytelling:  Content and story-telling are not the same thing. Both are necessary for a 
satisfying experience. It is recommended that storytelling be a major focus of efforts for 
new pilots: 
   

a. Writing more creative scripts based on expert narration. Local people can be 
interviewed and their stories re-written to make more compelling narratives. 
Scripts can make a stronger connection between the museum and the mobile 
experience 
 

b. Making use of sound effects and 3D sound  to create more evocative content 

http://www.peaklandheritage.org.uk/-


 

 

 
c. Using actors to tell stories, possibly with greater expression, comedy and other 

storytelling techniques 
 

d. Ensuring multiple voices are used as narrators (whether ‘real’ people or 
actors)  A diversity of voices and stories should be used to appeal to different 
people and to give stories variety and multiple perspectives 

 
e. Testing of tone and approach  Achieving the right tone for different audiences 

is challenging. On-going testing with the target audience as the web app 
develops and content is refined, will help in this. On the current platform it is 
relatively simple to create different versions of pages to be tested  
 

 
4. Improved navigation: Helping participants to find their way to the beginning of the tour 

and then finding each stop along the tour is a big challenge. Recommendations to 
address this are by 
 

a. Improving platform functionality to include maps and GPS  
 

b. Adding markers and signage where possible 
 

c. Integrating maps if tours are downloaded on paper (such as the Dovedale 
tour) 

 
d. On-going testing As with storytelling, developing the experiences with audience 

participation will help ensure that navigation meets the experiences and 
expectations of its target market. 

 
 

5. Options for maximizing technology Some of the participants questioned whether the 
tours were making maximum use of the mobile technology. Additional elements to be 
explored include 
 

a. Web app vs bespoke app The apps tested for Collection of the Landscape were 
web apps and worked very well except when there were signal issues. It is 
recommended that this be continued because it is less expensive and easiest to 
add content to. However a download option should be pursued as below.  
 

b. Options for download and printing Given the variability of the Wifi signal and 
mobile data around Derbyshire, tours should be made available where possible 
as downloads and as printable pdf.  
 

c. Providing more or less information for all of the tours Participants wanted 
the option to be able to have more or less information. A MORE button for audio 
or text would help participants choose how much content they receive.  

 
d. Augmented Reality This is expensive and still in early stages. When it works, it 

is very exciting. The museum has expressed an interest in inviting visitors to 
compare its collection of old Buxton photographs to the modern landscape of the 



 

 

town, such as shops and other buildings along Spring Gardens, and the best way 
of doing this may be through augmented reality.  

 
 

6. Integration with the museum exhibition  The interpretive plan for the new Wonders of 
the Peak exhibition identifies several points of connection to the existing mobile 
experiences and recommends other points in the landscape that connect to the 
exhibition narrative, including:  

 Carsington Reservoir, near Wirksworth (Romans & 20th Century) 

 Melandra Roman fort, near Glossop (Romans)  

 Buxton (19th & 20th Century) 

 Dovedale (geology and 18th/19th century) 

 Manifold Valley (Ice Age  and 20th Century) 

 Arbor Low, Gib Hill & other Peak District monuments (Neolithic & Bronze Age) 

 Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site (18th /19th Century) 

 Bakewell (Medieval) 

 Millers Dale, near Buxton (geology and18th /19th /20th Century) 
 
Participants have also identified additional points of interest in Buxton such as  

 For Buxton Waters: the Opera House, Palace Hotel, University of Derby Dome; 
The Broad Walk ; theThermal Baths (Cavendish Arcade) 

 For Stories of Shopping  The Quadrant; Higher Buxton; Potters; Hargreaves.  

Additional content should be relevant and interesting within the context of both the tour 
and the exhibition.  The challenge is to create content that fits into a tour narrative (for 
example Buxton Waters) but still fits into the exhibition where it may feature it in a 
different context (such as a chronology of Buxton).  Good storytelling for both the mobile 
tour and the exhibition will take into account what the participants may be interested in 
and not just what exists in the museum collection.  

  



 

 

4. NEXT STEPS  

 
Based on this report, next steps are: 
 

 Approve recommendations - in whole or in part 

 Identify potential partners for content, marketing and others  

 Incorporate Recommendations in the Action Plan for the HLF Stage 2 Grant 
 

 
 
 


